How to use the INSPIRE directive to manage your geodata?
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Who are we?

A french company

A web-platform (SaaS)

A team
Let’s begin with two champions
Two different scales...

geomayenne.fr

The Greater Lorient Community
19 partners (CD53, EPCI, SDIS, Syndicat) with the regional platform

725 catalogued data on geomayenne.fr

100% of metadata concerned by the INSPIRE Directive are compliant

100% of these data can be viewed and downloaded

geomayenne.fr
The Greater Lorient Community

- 705 catalogued data
- 100% of data released internally and to the municipalities members of GéoLorient
- 65 open data on the regional platform GéoBretagne
- 95% of these data can be downloaded
Behind the scenes: a vision

Easy Access to geodata!
Three tips (just for you)

- An inventory up-to-date, documented, exhaustive
  One catalog per use

- Interoperability is the key

- The INSPIRE compliance: the mean to an end, not an objective in itself
Relationship with Open Data

In an Open Relationship

Today

Image from kune.fr: [http://kune.fr/culture-web/aujourd'hui-open-data/](http://kune.fr/culture-web/aujourd'hui-open-data/)
Thank you for your attention!
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